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Paipheria to form a pckous capillary wick structure. A 
substantid number of liquid artcries extend traasvcrs~ly 
through the wicks adjacent the &ve upper and 

througb walls of the housing between the vapor chan- 
nels and the main liquid channel and open into the main 
liquid channel. Liquid from the main channel enters the 
artay at the heat input end, wets the wick and is vapor- 
izcd. When the vapor is cooled at the heat output end, 
the condmsed vapor rdills the wick and the liquid 
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CAPILLARY HEAT TRANSPORT AND FLUID 
MANAGEMENT DEVICE 

ORIGIN O F  THE INVENTION 5 

The invention described herein was made by an em- 
ployee of the U.S. Government and may be manufac- 
tured and used by or for the Government for Govern- 
ment purposes without the payment of any royalties 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
This invention relates to apparatus for transporting 

heat efficiently by means of a liquidhapor or two-phase 
transport system, and more particularly to apparatus of l5 
this type in which the liquid is transported or distributed 
bi-diiensionally along separate and intersecting dwtri- 
bution channels, the distribution channels in one direc- 
tion extending through porous wicks disposed in re- 
spective vapor distribution channels, the apparatus pro- 20 
viding a low pressure loss geometric configuration 
which in conjunction with the substantial pressure head 
permitted by the wick and the large surface area avail- 
able provides very high heat transport capacity. 

provided through the use of several types of heat trans- 
port systems, these being either an active control system 
or a passive control system. An active thermal control 
system requires some type of fluid being pumped 
through the components of the system. In spacecraft of 30 
the prior art such fluid systems were of the single phase 
heat transport types wherein a liquid is heated as it 
passes through the heat sources and rises in tempera- 
ture, and thereafkr gives up heat in a heat sink, such as 
a spacecraft radiator, and drops in temperature. For a 35 
large system with high heat loads the liquid flow rate 
must be substantial, and such large flow rates require 
large pumps which, of course, utilize large amounts of 

thereon or therefor. 10 

Thermal control in, for example, spacecraft has been 25 

el&t&d power which is a critical reso&ce of space- 
craft systems. This is a major deficiency of the single 
phase active thermal control system, but additionally, 
the liquid will generally also have a large temperature 
gradient betwen the heat sources and the heat sink. 
One of the advantages of this system is that it can oper- 
ate under gravitational forces in addition to the near 
zero gravity environment of a low earth orbit. 

Other thermal control systems developed for space- 
c d  utilize a passive system theory. For example, a 
heat pipe utilizes the latent heats of vaporization and 
condensation of the liquids and vapors. A typical heat 
pipe has a circular cross sectional configuration and 
along its length has an evaporator section and a con- 
denser section separated by a substantially adiabatic 
section. A porous capillary wick is disposed within the 
pipe i n t e r m d i  the axis and the body thereof. The 
vapor flows through the central portion of the pipe in 
one direction from the evaporator to the condenser 
while liquid flows in the opposite direction by the ac- 
tion of the capillary forces created by the wick. Heat is 
added in the evaporator section of the pipe which 
causes liquid contained within the porous wick to evag  
orate. The vapor, due to a locally high vapor praure ,  
flows through the pipe toward the condenser section 
where heat is removed and the vapor condenses in the 
wick material. The liquid in the wick material is trans- 
ported by the capillary forces associated with the wick 
toward the evaporator section. Since the liquid evapo- 
rates and the vapor condenses at substantially the m e  
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temperature, very small temperature gradients exist 
between the heat source and the heat sink. Additionally, 
since the latent heat of vaporization for most fluids is 
large, very small m a s  flow rates are required to trans- 
port si@icant amounts of heat from the source to the 
sink. Moreover, since the mass transport occurs pas- 
sively due to the action of capillary forces, no electrical 
energy is required to operate the heat pipe. However, 
although they are very efficient devices and are quite 
effective in the microgravity environment of low earth 
orbit where capillary forces can predominate, heat 
pipes are ineffective under the gravitational forces on 
earth where the small capillary forces cannot predomi- 
nate. 

In an effort to overcome the capillary pressure limita- 
tions of heat pipe systems, yet retain the inherent advan- 
tages of two-phase transport systems, several concepts 
are presently under study for future systems. One such 
concept uses a pump on the liquid side of the system for 
pumping the liquid to the heat sources, the liquid being 
metered through control valves prior to entry through 
the heat source evaporators. The control valves operate 
to meter the liquid so that it completely evaporates to 
vapor at the exit of the evaporators. The vapor then 
passes to the heat sink radiator elements where it con- 
dmses, and the liquid is then subcooled prior to entering 
the inlet of the pump. Although pumped two-phase 
thermal bus systems are envisioned as having high heat 
transport capacities with small power consumption, the 
process is no longer passive, as in a heat pipe, but must 
be actively designed, monitored and controlled. Thus, 
the major drawback appears to be in the complexity of 
the engineering technology required to ensure proper 
management of the liquid and vapor, especially in mi- 
crogravity conditions. 

Another concept for heat transport, known as a capil- 
lary pumped loop, which is described in NASA publica- 
tion TM X-1310, Nov. 1966, utilizes a capillary device 
only in the evaporator. Heat is added to the evaporator 
and the vapor generated is forced to flow in one direc- 
tion from the capillary pump, the vapor acting to force 
all the mass to flow through the system. Condensation 
occurs in the cooler sections of the loop and the liquid 
is pushed back to the inlet of the evaporator through a 
perforated conduit about which the wick is disposed. 
The liquid thereby wets the porous capillary plug and 
when heated is vaporized. Although the capillary 
pumped loop operates well under microgravity condi- 
tions, it also has limited ability for operating under grav- 
itational forces. Additionally, the capillary pumped 
loop is sensitive to pressure loss in the condenser duct 
and the liquid returned to the evaporator must be 
slightly subcooled for operation to be maintained. 

Thus, each of the known prior art heat transport 
systems for moving heat from heat sources to heat sinks 
for w in spacecraft has limitations which reduce their 
utility for such application. To summarize, the single 
phase, pumped liquid system requires a high power 
consuming pump; the passive heat pipe systems have 
limited heat transport capacity; the actively pumped 
two-phase thermal bus concept, although having large 
heat transport capacity, is overly complex; while the 
capillary pumped loop system, which although is pas- 
sive and has improved capacity over heat pipes, is sensi- 
tive to pressure loss and subcooling. Additionally, in 
each of the two-phase systems the preferred working 
fluid is ammonia, which has high toxicity. 
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65 46 extend through the wick material 36 6 the vapor 
passageways adjacent the plate surfaces 14 and 16 and BRIEF DESCRIPnoN OF THE 

Thc particular features and advantages of the invcn- 
tion as well as other objects will becorns apparent fmm 

open &to the main liquid c b c l 2 2 .  These liquid arter- 
ies 46 typically may have a diameter of approximately 
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0.05 inch (0.127 cm.) and are disposed throughout the prior art systems It is envisioned that halogenated hy- 
entire length of the device 10. All of the aforesaid di- drocarbon fluids, such as FREON 11 @ and FREON 
mensions are envisioned as typical and may vary for a 113 @, acetone and other substantially non-toxic work- 
device designed for optimum performance in a particu- ing fluids may be utilized. The liquid resides in the liq- 
lar application, and thus these dimensions should not be 5 uid channel 22, the transverse liquid distribution arteries 
considered as limitations of the invention. The longitu- 46, and in the porous wick 36. The vapor resides in the 

ends of the device may be closed by plates, panels vapor channels 24.26, and in any additional vapor chan- 
or manifolds as required by the particular system appli- nels such as the channels 32 and 34 illustrated in FIG. 1. 
cation for which it is to be used. One portion of the longitudinal length of the device 
In constructing the device 10 the housing 12 may be 10 illustrated in FIG. 1 is the evaporator section while the 

formed from an aluminum extrusion with the main liq- other longitudinal end of the device is the condenser 
uid channel 22 and the vapor passageways therein sepa- section. When heat is added to either or both plate 
rated by the ribs 38.40.42.44. the thickness of the ribs surfaces 14, 16 in the evaporator section, the heat is 
preferably being sized for structural stiffness and/or for transfered by conduction through the wall to the wick 
receiving bolts for mounting purpose in various appli- 15 and to the liquid-to-vapor interface 47. In order to re- 
cations. Thereafter, the liquid distribution arteries may tard heat flow so that vaporization is avoided near the 
be formed by drilling through the side walls 18, 20 artery-to-plate interface, insulation in the form of teflon 
adjacent the surfaces 14,16 through the respective ribs material may be positioned adjacent the artery to plate 
so as to open into the channel 22. Mandrels of a size interface. FIG. 5 illustrates the utilization of such insu- 
substaotially qual to the eventual vapor channel open- 20 lating material 148 adjacent the artery-to-plate inter- 
ing arc positioned through the vapor passageways and face. A similar concept is illustrated in FIG. 6 wherein 
supported spaced from the periphery of the passage- the insulating material 248 is depicted in arteries 246 
ways. Additionally, mandrels in the form of rods may having semicircular cross sectional configurations. sim- 
be inserted through the holes forming the transverse ilarly, insulation may be applied to the channel 22. 
distribution arteria and passed through vapor passage- 25 The heat which is transferred to the wick liquid-to- 
ways. T h d e r  the spaces about the vapor channel vapor interface 47 effects evaporation of the liquid re- 
mandrels are fded with a conventional powered alumi- sulting in a locally high vapor pressure. The increase in 
num compound metal and the assembly is placed in a vapor pressure causes the vapor to move longitudinally 
furnace which is then brought up to sintering tempera- along the vapor channels toward the condenser section. 
ture. ARcr the powdered metal is sintered the assembly 30 When the vapor is sufficiently cooled in the condenser 
is cooled and al l  the mandrels are removed. The trans- section, condensation occurs on the wick surface. The 
versc hole openings in the side walls 18.20 are thercaf- small pressure dflerence between the vapor and the 
ter plugged by welds or the like, and plates, panels or liquid, forces the liquid to N1 the wick 36 and the liquid 
manifolds may be fastened to the longitudinal ends of distribution arteries 46. The slight pressure gradients 
the housing as necessary for the particular system appli- 35 which arise from the initial vapor pressure distribution 
cation. Prior to charging with liquid, the apparatus may results in the liquid flowing from the transverse liquid 
be vacuum baked to minimize contaminants. arteries in the condenser section into the main longitudi- 

Because of the bidirectional flow of liquid through nal liquid channel 22, from where it flows back to the 
the device, the device can be configured with substan- evaporator section of the device. The liquid then fills 
tially flat surfaces 14 and 16. Since most heat transfer 40 the transverse liquid arteries along the wick to complete 
apparatus have flat surfaces, the device of the presmt the cycle. 
invention permits a large surface area to be interfaced Because of the bi-directional flow of liquid, Le., 
with the various subassemblies in, for example, a space- through the arteries 46 and through the main liquid 
c&. A high heat transport capacity can be obtained channel 22, the liquid can wet the entire wick structure 
with sintered particles having conventional capillary 45 without the large pressure losses associated with con- 
pore size in the wick structure, e.g., 10-3 to 10-’meters ventional heat pipe systems. The bidirectional liquid 
For example, sintered particles having radii in the range distribution and return systems and the capillary pres- 
of 1.0 to IO.Omicro-meters (1O-6to 10-5meters), capil- sure gradients generated permits a relatively large 
lary pressure gradients may be generated in the range of amount of fluid to be moved through the system and 
1.0 to 10.0 psi (6.9x 103 to 6 . 9 ~  101 newtons/m2) for 50 thus a large amount of heat to be transported. As op- 
standard working fluids. This is a substantial pressure posed to conventional heat pipes wherein the pressure 
head in. comparison to conventional heat pipes, and losses can prevent the liquid from reaching the evapora- 
coupled with the low pressure loss geometric configu- tor section and wetting the wick therein, the present 
ration, appean to provide a very high heat transport invention by having the liquid flow in the main channel 
capacity For example, whereas the conventional heat 55 22 into the evaporator section to fill the transverse ar- 
pipe technology has demonstrated capacities in the teries in the wick ensures that the wick in the evapora- 
range of 15 killowatt-meters oleat capacity transported tor section is wet so that evaporation with the attendent 
through a lmgth of heat pipe). and the capillary locally high vapor pressures effect a flow of the liquid 
pumped loop system has demonstrated capacities in the through the system. 
range of 65 killowatt-meters, the projected capacity for 60 The principles of the present invention may be ap- 
the apparatus of the present invention is in the order of plied to a wide variety of heat transport systems and 
600 killowan meters for similar operating conditions t h e d  interface devices. Examples of such possible 
and non-toxic working fluids. applications include heat pipe evaporators, condensers, 

The operation of the device is similar to that of a heat cold plates for removing heat from a component of a 
pipe. As aforesaid, the liquid, which because of the 65 system for cooling the component, radiator fins for 
reduced pressure losses in the system and the higher radiating heat from a space vehicle to space, as could 
available heat transport capacities, may be relatively heat exchangers, and various capillary pumped systems. 
safe working fluids compared to the ammonia utilized in Two such applications are illustrated in FIGS. 7 and 8. 
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In FIG. 7 a heat exchanger 300 is depicted which is therethrough, second channel means formed in said 

bution amcqt. As ill- a plurality of bask heat spaced from said first channel by rib portions of said 
trampmhg units may be stacked in the unitary housing housing. said secoad channel means deiined by periph- 
312 to provide a compact heat exchanger. Although not 5 eral wall sur€&ccs, a porous capillary wick formed on 
ill- the several main liquid cham& 322 may k the peripheral wall surfaces of said second channel 
lnanifoldcdtogcthcrasmaythevarious~por~ means, said wick extending only partiaUy into said 
324,326 Utilizing such a design large amounts of heat channd means to provide a central unobsmmcd longi- 
may be t n r a s f e r r e d  through the uniL tudinal p a s a p v a y  therethrough for flow of said work- 

In FIG. 8 a capiIlary pumped system u t%&g a pair 10 ing fluid in the vapor phase, and a multiplicity of liquid 
of evaporators 410 and a condenser 411 is illustrated. dism%ution arteries formed transversely entirely 
The vapor chanmls arc closed off at one end of the Units though said wick and said rib portions and opening into 
and arc amncc&d together in flow commdcath by said first channel but not opening into said central pas- 
lnanifdds 414 intaconnected together by vapor lims sageway of said second channel means, said liquid & 
416at theother~The l iqu idch .nnr l l l~aun-  15 tribution artaies bcing spaced along the longitudinal 
monLrtr with c d  otha by means of liquid codnits extent of said housing for receiving liquid from said fint 
418 at the opposite a d s  of the nmib. The liquid may k chanacl for w d g s a i d  wickat one end ofsaid housing 
dincted through a fluid a c c u m m  1#) to account for and for supplying liquid to said first channel at the other 
chaugm in fluid volnmedue to changes in end of said housing. 
and also for amtrolling the temperaturr. Additiodly, 20 2. Apparatus as recited in claim 1, wherein said see- 
the liquid may flow through a getter 422 for nmoving ond channel means comprises at least a pair of channel- 
residual gas which may be in the liquid. Heat may be ways, each channelway having a respective wick & 
addedto theevaporatorsandthe~por~ inthe  posed about the peripheries thereof and providing a 
wick fills the vapor channels and flows through the liae central passageway, said first channel being disposed 
416towardthecondmscrmanifo~Heathrrmovedm 25 htumdatc . said sccond channelways 
thecorsdmsaand- * oaxr% The liquid in 3. Appprrtusasrecited in claim 1, wherein said h o w  

utilkbg the two phase bi-directional distri- housing and extadbg l~ngitudinally therethrough 

the wick enten the liquid chamel and is forced to flow ingcQmpriscsutanaltopandbOtt0msurf~ said top 

~ ~ i n t h e e M p o r r r t o r s T h e l i q u i d i n t h c  facaformtafrrcinginabottingrclati~pwithother 
t r a m v ~ a r t e r i g a r n a e s t h a t t h e w i c h i n t h e ~  30 ~ h a v i n g ~ t i a l l y f l a t p l a n a r s ~ a c e .  

from the liquid in tbe brck to tk and boaom sprfacesking substantially flat p k  JUT- 

r a m r s ~ w e t e w n  p a d a o n c g r a v i r y d ~  4. Apparatur a~ rrcited in claim 3, wh& said SCC- 

It CUI thusk seen that the praent invention si*- and chrrnncl ~CBIW comprises at kgpt a pair of c h e l -  
cantly impmvu two phase tmmport phenomenr, ther- ways, each channelway having a rrspeCtive wick dis- 
mal interfaces and system ineption fcaturrs The flat posal about the peripheries thereof and providing a 
surfaca of the housings not only provide large surf' 35 central passageway, said first channel being disposed 
area¶ for heat transfer, but also pcrmit easy integdou intumdatc . saidsecondchannelways. 
of such units into spaceQaft systam and s d q s t u m ,  5. Apparatw as recited in claim 1, wherein one longi- 
and have application to several types of devices. The tudinal end of each of said first channel and said second 
large liquid and vapor channels minimhe viscouspr& channel means arc closed. 
sure iosseS in the longitudid diruhm Liquid is dis- 40 6. Appamtusasrecitedinclaim2, whereinone longi- 
tributcd in the wick by the low prusurc loss transverse tudinal end of said second channelways are connected 
liquid d k t r i i o n  artaies. Permeability loses in the togaher in flow commamication by a manifold. 
wickitsclfarcminimi.lrA due to the large surf'arca, 7. Apprratllsa recited m ckim t including a plural- 
short flow patat and small flow rata in the wick. The ity of slid housin.gs, mama for wmccting one longitu- 

in flow communication, and wans for comcctm gone 
mized by using a d  pore size wick strtactun. Addi- longitudinal end of said sccond channel means of the 
t h d y .  relatively safe working fluids may k utilized in housings together in flow communication. 
the Devices amstmad in eccotdllllce with 8. Apparaturasrecited in claim 1, wherein said h o w  
the present invention may be ready  mauuhctwai SO ing comprises a plurality of first channels aisposed adja- 
Using standad and proven manufacturing techniqprs. cent to each other m substantially parallel relationship, 

Numcrom altaations of the stmctme and methods of and a plurality of second channel meam disposed adja- 
fabriclting the same herein d i s c l o s e d  will suggest them- cent eachotherinsubstantiaily parallel relationship, the 

uadastood that the prrscnt disclosurr relates to the 55 tending transversely through the wicks in respective 
Prrfemd - . t of the invention which b for second channels and opening into a rrspective first 
purposes of illlutmlon . o n l y a n d n o t t o b e ~ a s  chrmnel. 
a limitation of the invention. AU such modificrtionr 9. Apparatus as recited in claim 1, w h d s a i d  liquid 
which do not depart from the spirit of the invention arc distribution arteries include insulation disposed trans- 
h e d a l  to be included within the scope of the ap- 60 vdythroughsaidwickonsurfarxththmofadjacmt 
pcndedclaims said housing remote from said passageway. 

Having set forth the nature of the invention, what is 10. Appamtus as recited in claim 1, wherein said 
claimedh&iS: housing cumpriscs a solid body member having said 

1. Apparaau for transporting heat passively from a first channel and said second channel means formed 
heat source to a heat sink, said apparatus comprising a 65 thenin, and said rib portions comprise portions of said 
longi tdindy extcnding housing, a first elongated bodymember. 
channel extending 1ongitudinaUy through said housing 11. Apparatus as recited in claim 10, whmin said 
for transporting a working fluid in the liquid phase second channel means comprises at least a pair of than- 

i. 

W i C k ~ p a m i t s r r l a t i V e l y h i g h t h a m n l c 0 n d ~ -  45 d i n n l m d o f s l i d ~ C ~ O f t h e h O u s i n ~ t o ~ t h ~  
tivity and the mass transport cap.bitiths can k maxi- 

Selves to those sirilled in the art. HOWCV~,  it is to be liquid distribution arteries Of each second channel a- 

.. 
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10 
nelways, each channelway having a respective wick upper and lower surfaces of said apparatus for transfer 
disposed about the peripheries thereof and providing a of heat therethrough, one end of said body member 
central passageway, said fmt channel being disposed being defined as a heat receiving evaporator section and 
intermediate said second channelways. the opposite end being defined as aheat dissipating con- 
U. Apparatus as recited in claim 11, wherein said 5 denser section, a fmt elongated channel extending lon- 

housing compriseS external top and bottom surfaces, gitudinally through said body member from said evapo- 
said top and bottom surfaces being substantially flat rator section to said condenser section for transporting 
planar surfaces for interfacing in abutting relationship a working fluid in liquid phase therethrough, a pair of 
with other apparatus having substantially flat planar second channels formed in said body member and ex- 
Sur face .  10 tending therethrough from said evaporator section to 
13. Apparatus as recited in claim 12, wherein one said condenser section at opposite transverse sides from 

longitudinal end of each of said first channel and said said first channel and spaced therefrom by wall portions 
channelways is closed. of said body member, said second channels having pe- 
14. Apparatus as recited in claim 13, wherein said ripheral wall surfaces including sintered metal particles 

porous capillary wick comprises sintered metal parti- 15 detining respective porous capillary wicks, a multiplic- 
cles. ity of longitudinally spaced liquid distribution arteries 
15. Apparatus as recited in claim 14, wherein the formed transversely through the respective wick adja- 

sintered metal particles of said wick have capillary pore cent the upper and lower surfaces of said body member, 
dimensions in the range of 10-3 to 10-7 meters. said arteries extending through respective wall portions 
16. Apparatus as recited in claim 1, wherein said 20 and opening into said first channel, means for enclosing 

porous capillary wick comprises sintered metal parti- the lateral ends of said channels for maintaining work- 
cles. ing fluid in said apparatus, said liquid distribution arter- 
17. Apparatus 89 recited in claim 16, wherein the ies being spaced along the longitudinal extent of said 

sintered metal particles of said wick have capillary pore body member for receiving said fluid in the liquid phase 
dimensions in the range of 10-3 to 10-7 meters. 25 from the fmt channel in the evaporator section for 
18. Apparatus for transporting heat passively from a wetting said wicks and for supplying said fluid to the 

heat source to a heat sink, said apparatus comprising a fmt  channel in the liquid phase in the condenser sec- 
longitudinally extending metallic body member having tion. 
substantially k t  planar spaced apart surfaces to define * . . . +  
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